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Abstract. Stimulated by the recent observation of the exotic X(5568) state by D0 Collaboration, we study
the four-quark system usb¯d¯ with quantum numbers JP = 0+ in the framework of chiral quark model. Two
structures, diquark-antidiquark and meson-meson, with all possible color configurations are investigated
by using Gaussian expansion method. The results show that energies of the tetraquark states with diquark-
antiquark structure are too high to the candidate of X(5568), and no molecular structure can be formed
in our calculations. The calculation is also extended to the four-quark system usc¯d¯ and the same results
as that of usb¯d¯ are obtained.
PACS. 1 3.75.Cs – 1 2.39.Pn – 1 2.39.Jh
1 Introduction
Since the charmonium-like resonance X(3872) is observed
by Bell collaboration [1] in 2003, a lot of experiments
spring up to study the exotic states-XY Z particles from
Belle, BaBar, BESIII, LHCb, CDF, D0 and other collab-
orations. And people believe that the traditional conven-
tion, the meson is made up of quark and antiquark as well
as baryon is made up of three quarks, is broken. The ex-
otic states were observed in B meson decays, in e+e− and
p¯p annihilations. In study of B decays, the phenomenon of
CP violation has been studied by experimental collabora-
tions. Many predictions of Standard Model are confirmed
and some hints beyond Standard Model are exposed.
Very recently, the D0 Collaboration observed a narrow
structure, named X(5568), in the B0spi
± invariant mass
spectrum with 5.1σ significance [2]. The mass and width
measured is M = 5567.8 ± 2.9+0.9
−1.9 MeV and Γ = 21.9 ±
6.4+5.0
−2.5 MeV, respectively. Its decay mode B
0
spi
± indicates
that X(5568) is consist of four different flavors: u, d, s, b.
X(5568) must be a sub¯d¯ or sdb¯u¯ tetraquark state. The
D0 Collaboration suggests that the quantum numbers of
X(5568) may be JP = 0+ because B0spi
± is produced in S-
wave. However, the preliminary results of the experimental
search of the state by LHCb collaboration is negative [3].
The discovery of the exotic state X(5568) stimulated
the theoretical interest. Many theoretical work has been
done, such as approaches based on QCD sum rules [4,5,6,
7,8,9], quark models [10,11,12], rescattering effects [14],
etc. Agaev et al. studied the state X(5568) within the
two-point sum rule method using the diquark-antidiquark
interpolating current [4,15] and meson molecule structure
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[16], their results preferred diquark-antidiquark picture
rather than molecule and a nice agreement with exper-
imental data is obtained. QCD sum rule method was also
employed by other groups to investigate the state X(5568)
as the diquark-antidiquark type scalar and axial-vector
tetraquark states [5,6,7,8,9]. In Ref.[10], a tetraquark in-
terpretation of the X(5568) was proposed based on the
diquark-antidiquark scheme, the identification is possible
when the systematic errors of the model is taken into ac-
count. This result is supported by simple quark model
estimations [12,13]. The hadronic molecule scenarios of
the X(5568) is also possible according to the calculation
of Ref.[11]. However, there are several theoretical calcula-
tions with negative results. Burns and Swanson examined
the various interpretations of the state X(5568) and con-
cluded that the threshold, cusp, molecular and tetraquark
models are all unfavored [17]. F. K. Guo et al. provided
additional arguments using general properties of QCD and
obtained the same conclusion [18]. Although the state
X(5568) can be reproduced in the coupled channel anal-
ysis in Ref.[19], the momentum cutoff used is much larger
than the normal one.
Considering the quantum numbers JP = 0+ of the
state X(5568), the spin and orbit angular momentum can
be both taken as zero. For meson molecule structure, the
possible channels are B0spi, B
∗
sρ, B
+K¯0 and B∗+K¯∗
0
. For
diquark-antidiquark structure, the only possible state is
sub¯d¯ for X(5568)+ or sdb¯u¯ for X(5568)−. In the present
work, we compute all these states including molecule and
diquark-antidiquark structures using chiral quark model
under the flavor SU(3) and SU(4) symmetry, respectively.
Besides, we extend our investigation to the new family of
the four flavor exotic states Xc with u, d, s, c by replacing
the b quark with c quark. We hope that we can find some
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Fig. 1. Structure of the tetraquark usd¯b¯ system. Solid and
open circles represent quarks and antiquarks, respectively. (a)
diquark-antidiquark channel, (b) direct meson-meson channel:
B0spi
+ or B∗sρ, (c) exchange meson-meson channel: B
+K¯0 or
B∗+K¯∗
0
.
useful and meaningful information ofX(5568) through our
systematic calculations.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we in-
troduce the Gaussian Expansion Method(GEM) and chair
quark model. In the next section, the numerical calcu-
lations with discussions are shown. A short summary is
given in the last section.
2 GEM and Chiral Quark Model
In the chiral quark model, the mass of the tetraquark state
is obtained by solving the Schro¨dinger equation
HΨ IJMIMJ = E
IJΨ IJMIMJ (1)
where Ψ IJMIMJ is the wave function of the tetraquark state,
which can be constructed as follows. First, we write down
the wave functions of two clusters (Taking meson-meson
configuration as an example),
Ψ I1J1MI1MJ1
(12) = [ψl1(r12)χs1(12)]
J1
MJ1
ωc1(12)φI1MI1
(12),
Ψ I2J2MI2MJ2
(34) = [ψl2(r34)χs2(34)]
J2
MJ2
ωc2(34)φI2MI2
(34),(2)
where χs, ω
c, φI are spin, color and flavor wavefunctions
of the quark-antiquark cluster (the quarks are numbered
as 1, 3 and antiquarks 2, 4, see Fig.1). [ ] denotes the an-
gular momentum coupling. Then the total wave function
of tetraquark state is obtained,
Ψ IJMIMJ = A
[
Ψ I1J1(1, 2)Ψ I2J2(3, 4)ψLr(r1234)
]IJ
MIMJ
=
[
[ψl1(r12)χs(12)]
J1 [ψl2(r34)χs(34)]
J2
ψLr(r1234)]
J
MJ
[ωc1(12)ωc2(34)]
[222]
[
φI1MI1
(12)φI2MI2
(34)
]I
MI
, (3)
where ψLr(r1234) is the relative wave function between
two clusters with the relative orbit angular momentum
Lr. A is the antisymmetrization operator. If all quarks
(antiquarks) are taken as identical particles, we have
A =
1
2
(1− P13 − P24 + P13P24). (4)
In GEM, the orbital wave function is written as the prod-
uct of radial one and spherical harmonics, and the radial
part of the wavefunction is expanded by gaussians,
ψlm(r) =
nmax∑
n=1
cnψ
G
nlm(r),
ψGnlm(r) = Nnlr
le−νnr
2
Y ml (rˆ). (5)
Gaussian size parameters are taken as the following geo-
metric progression numbers
νn =
1
r2n
, rn = r1a
n−1, a =
(
rnmax
r1
) 1
nmax−1
. (6)
Noting that the gaussians are not orthogonal, the Rayleigh-
Ritz variational principle for solving the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion leads to a generalized eigenvalue problem∑
n′ α′
(HIJnα,n′α′ − E
IJN IJnα,n′α′)C
IJ
n′α′ = 0, (7)
HIJnα,n′α′ = 〈Φ
IMIJMJ
nα |H |Φ
IMIJMJ
n′α′ 〉,
N IJnα,n′α′ = 〈Φ
IMIJMJ
nα |Φ
IMIJMJ
n′α′ 〉, (8)
where α denotes channels.
The hamiltonian of the chiral quark model includes
three parts, the rest masses of quarks, the kinetic energy
and the potential energy. The potential energy is com-
posed of color confinement, one-gluon-exchange and one
Goldstone boson exchange. The detailed form for tetraquark
states is shown below [20]
H =
4∑
i=1
mi +
p212
2µ12
+
p234
2µ34
+
p21234
2µ1234
+
4∑
i<j=1

V Gij + V Cij + ∑
χ=pi,K,η
V χij + V
σ
ij

 ,
V Gij =
αs
4
λ
c
i · λ
c
j
[
1
rij
−
2pi
3mimj
σi · σjδ(rij)
]
,
δ(rij) =
e−rij/r0(µij)
4pirijr20(µij)
,
V Cij = (−acr
2
ij −∆)λ
c
i · λ
c
j
V piij =
g2ch
4pi
m2pi
12mimj
Λ2pi
Λ2pi −m
2
pi
mpiv
pi
ij
3∑
a=1
λai λ
a
j ,
V Kij =
g2ch
4pi
m2K
12mimj
Λ2K
Λ2K −m
2
K
mKv
K
ij
7∑
a=4
λai λ
a
j ,
V ηij =
g2ch
4pi
m2η
12mimj
Λ2η
Λ2η −m
2
η
mηv
η
ij
[
λ8iλ
8
j cos θP − λ
0
iλ
0
j sin θP
]
,
V σij = −
g2ch
4pi
Λ2σ
Λ2σ −m
2
σ
mσ
[
Y (mσrij)−
Λσ
mσ
Y (Λσrij)
]
vχij =
[
Y (mχrij)−
Λ3χ
m3χ
Y (Λχrij)
]
σi · σj ,
Y (x) = e−x/x, (9)
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where mi is the mass of quarks and antiquarks, and µij
is their reduced mass, r0(µij) = rˆ0/µij , σ are the SU(2)
Pauli matrices, λ, λc are SU(3) flavor, color Gell-Mann
matrices, g2ch/4pi is the chiral coupling constant, deter-
mined from pi-nucleon coupling constant. αs is the effec-
tive scale-dependent running quark-gluon coupling con-
stant [20],
αs(µij) =
α0
ln
[
(µ2ij + µ
2
0)/Λ
2
0
] (10)
All model parameters are determined by fitting the meson
spectrum and shown in Table 1. The calculated masses
of the mesons involved in the present work are shown in
Table 2.
Table 1. Quark Model Parameters.
Quark masses mu = md(MeV) 313
ms(MeV) 536
mc(MeV) 1728
mb(MeV) 5112
Goldstone bosons mpi(fm
−1) 0.70
mσ(fm
−1) 3.42
mη(fm
−1) 2.77
mK(fm
−1) 2.51
Λpi = Λσ(fm
−1) 4.2
Λη = ΛK(fm
−1) 5.2
g2ch/(4pi) 0.54
θp(
◦) -15
Confinement ac(MeV) 101
∆(MeV) -78.3
OGE α0 3.67
Λ0(fm
−1) 0.033
µ0(MeV) 36.976
rˆ0(MeV) 28.17
Table 2. Meson Spectrum (unit: MeV)
Meson Energy Experimental value
B0s 5368 5366
pi 139 139
B∗s 5410 5415
ρ 772 770
B+ 5281 5279
K¯0 494 497
B∗+ 5320 5325
K¯∗
0
914 892
D−s 1953 1968
D¯0 1862 1864
3 Numerical Results
In the present calculation, two structures of four-quark
states, diquark-antidiquark and meson-meson, are investi-
gated. And in each structure, all possible states are consid-
ered. For diquark-antidiquark structure, two color configu-
rations, color antitriplet-triplet (3¯×3) and sextet-antisextet
(6× 6¯) are taken into account. For meson-meson structure,
two color configurations, color singlet-singlet (1 × 1) and
octet-octet (8 × 8) are employed.
The calculation with the ordinary flavor symmetry,
SU(3) is first performed, i.e., no Goldstone boson ex-
changes between u, d, s and b quark. In this case, the an-
tisymmetrization operator used is
A =
√
1
2
(1− P13) (11)
The results in this case are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. The energies of tetraquark system sud¯b¯ with flavor
SU(3) symmetry.Etheoth is the theoretical threshold value and
Eexpth represents the experimental threshold value.(unit: MeV)
qq − q¯q¯ E3¯⊗3 E6⊗6¯ Ecc E
theo
th E
exp
th
sud¯b¯ 6406.0 6473.6 6360.0 - -
qq¯ − qq¯ E1⊗1 E8⊗8 Ecc
B0spi 5509.5 6443.5 5509.5 5507 5505
B∗sρ 6185.5 6345.3 6185.5 6182 6185
B0spi-B
∗
sρ 5509.5 6324.3 5509.5 5507 5505
B+K¯0 5776.8 6519.5 5776.8 5774 5776
B∗+K¯∗
0
6235.2 6403.9 6235.2 6233 6217
B+K¯0-B∗+K¯∗
0
5776.8 6376.9 5776.8 5774 5776
From the Table 3, we can see that the two configura-
tions of diquark-antidiquark structure, 3¯ × 3 and 6 × 6¯,
have similar energies, and the coupling between the two
configuration is rather strong. Nevertheless, the energy
for diquark-antidiquark structure is too large to be a nat-
ural candidate of the state X(5568) in our calculation, al-
though it could be a resonance because of its color struc-
ture. With regard to meson-meson structure, the calcu-
lated energies approach to the theoretical thresholds in
all case. so no molecular structure formed in our model
calculation. In our calculations, the color singlet-singlet
configurations always have the lower energies than that of
color octet-octet ones. The coupling between the two con-
figurations is very small. The reason for small coupling can
be understood as follows. The effect of K-meson exchange
is too weak to push the energy of color singlet-singlet be-
low the threshold, so the two colorless clusters tend to
stay apart. While two colorful clusters prefer stay close,
the overlap between two configurations is small, so the
coupling from the exchange term of K-meson is small.
In the study ofN∗ with hidden charm, the flavor SU(4)
symmetry plays an important role [21]. To see the ef-
fect of flavor SU(4) symmetry, we extend our calculation
from flavor SU(3) symmetry to SU(4). In this case, the
Goldstone boson exchanges including pi,K, η,B,Bs, ηb, to-
tally fifteen pseudo-scalar mesons. For scalar mesons, we
use effective σ-meson exchange instead of sixteen scalar
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Table 4. The energies of tetraquark system sud¯b¯ with flavor
SU(4) symmetry.Etheoth is the theoretical threshold value and
Eexpth represents the experimental threshold value. (unit: MeV)
qq − q¯q¯ E3¯⊗3 E6⊗6¯ Ecc E
theo
th E
exp
th
sud¯b¯ 6397.6 6466.4 6351.0 - -
qq¯ − qq¯ R1⊗1 E8⊗8 Ecc
B0spi 5522.0 6431.1 5522.0 5518 5505
B∗sρ 6282.7 6324.3 6182.5 6177 6185
B0spi-B
∗
sρ 5522.0 6306.1 5521.0 5518 5505
B+K¯0 5717.6 6440.1 5717.6 5715 5776
B∗+K¯∗
0
6204.6 6277.2 6204.5 6202 6217
B+K¯0-B∗+K¯∗
0
5717.6 6245.1 5717.0 5715 5776
mesons [22]. The mass of effective σ-meson takes the av-
erage of the quark pairs, uu¯, dd¯, ss¯ and bb¯, due to its
nature of flavor singlet of SU(4). In this work,we take dif-
ferentmeffσ between two different quarks. For example,for
u and s quark, meffσ = (2mu + 2ms)/2=849 MeV, or 4.3
fm−1, the corresponding cutoff takes value 6.3 fm−1. The
results with flavor SU(4) symmetry are shown in Table 4.
From the table, we can see that the results are almost the
same results as that of SU(3). That is, no molecular state
formed and the energy for diquark-antidiquark structure
is too large to be a candidate of the state X(5568). So
in our quark model approach, the X(5568) can not be
explained as molecule or diquark-antidiquark state under
the constraint that the model describes the meson spec-
trum well. Our results are different from the results of the
previous work, e.g., Agaev’s diquark-antiqdiquark expla-
nation or molecule of Ref.[11], but they support the analy-
sis of Burns and Swanson [17]. Because the state X(5568)
involves pseudo-scalar mesons, we think the main reason
for the negative results is that the Goldstone nature of the
light pseudo-scalar mesons, which they have extraordinary
small masses.
The calculation is also extended to the system com-
posed of four different quarks: s, u, c¯, d¯, replacing the mass
of heavy quark b¯ by c¯. The results are shown in Table 5.
From the Table 5, we can obtain the same conclusion
as that of suc¯d¯ system. The masses of the system in the
diquark-antidiquark structure are too large and in meson-
meson molecular structure approach the thresholds. Our
calculation disfavor the existence of exotic state suc¯d¯. The
results are consistent with the general expectation that the
heavier the system, the stronger the states be bound.
4 Summary
In this paper we have studied the new exotic resonance
stateX(5568) with the quantum numbers JP = 0+, which
was observed recently by D0 Collaboration utilizing the
collected data of pp¯ collision. The chiral quark model,
which describes the meson spectrum well, is employed to
do the calculation. Two structures: diquark-antidiquark
and meson-meson, with flavor symmetries, SU(3) and SU(4),
Table 5. The energies of tetraquark system suc¯d¯.Etheoth is the
theoretical threshold value and Eexpth represents the experimen-
tal threshold value. (unit: MeV)
SU(3)
qq − q¯q¯ E3¯⊗3 E6⊗6¯ Ecc E
theo
th E
exp
th
suc¯d¯ 3059.0 3073.9 2983 - -
SU(3) qq¯ − qq¯ E1⊗1 E8⊗8 Ecc
D−s pi 2095.1 3080.6 2095.1 2092 2107
K¯0D¯0 2358.7 3133.8 2358.7 2355 2361
SU(4)
qq − q¯q¯ E3¯⊗3 E6⊗6¯ Ecc E
theo
th E
exp
th
suc¯d¯ 3023.4 3073.9 2943 - -
SU(4) qq¯ − qq¯ E1⊗1 E8⊗8 Ecc
D−s pi 2088.7 3043.6 2088.6 2085 2107
K¯0D¯0 2279.2 3073.2 2279.2 2276 2361
are investigated. We find that the masses of usb¯d¯ with
diquark-antidiquark structure are too high to be candi-
date of the state X(5568) and no molecular structure can
be formed. The calculation is extended to usc¯d¯ system,
the same conclusion is obtained.
Because of the quark contents of the system, the pseudo-
scalar mesons are involved. The extraordinary small masses
of these Goldstone bosons disfavors the existence of the
exotic. Our results agree with the analysis of Burns and
Swanson. The recent preliminary results of LHCb collab-
oration do not confirm the state X(5568), So more ex-
perimental and theoretical work are needed to clarify the
situation.
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